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EDITORIAL

GREATER TRANSPARENCY
When Gianni Infantino was elected as the ninth President of FIFA by the Extraordinary
FIFA Congress in Zurich on 26 February 2016, a new chapter in the history of the
organisation began: the most important position in world football had now been filled.
For a moment the 45-year-old Italian-Swiss stood speechless, before expressing his
heartfelt thanks to the delegates of FIFA’s member associations, beating his open hand
against his heart as a sign of solidarity.
The Congress had already given the new president the important task of implementing
wide-reaching reforms in world football’s governing body. By a large majority, the
delegates voted for transparency and good governance, in particular the clear separation
of commercial and political decision-making in FIFA and the promotion of women in
football. President Infantino will take up his mandate with both heart and mind, giving
the reforms his top priority.
Read on for our extended interview with Gianni Infantino, as well as our reports on the
Illustration: Stephan Walter

Extraordinary Congress and the new president’s first working day.

Perikles Monioudis
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FOR THE GAME. FOR THE WORLD.

On 27 and 28 January, a FIFA
club licensing seminar took place in
Panama. The event was part of the
ongoing efforts by world football’s governing
body to define a clear structure for club football
at national level and thereby establish a path
to greater professionalisation. Enrique Bonilla,
President of Liga MX, the top tier of Mexican club
football, summed it up perfectly: “Often in
football, the emphasis is on having great
coaches, referees and players. But we also
need top professionals who can
oversee the everyday running
of our leagues.”
Elsewhere, the 11 member
associations of Oceania came together for
a FIFA women’s football development seminar in
the Cook Islands between 19 and 21 January in order
to look at their achievements and to define a common
strategy for the period up to 2019. The Pacific countries have

Following the success of a pilot

focused on development, with 109 activities being organised

project in Myanmar that is currently

in the region between 2014 and 2015. Member associations

reaching almost 10,000 children, the “FIFA

have a development plan and most of them integrate women’s

11 for Health” programme has now expanded in

football into their strategies: girls and women beyond the

Southeast Asia, namely in Thailand and Vietnam.

main cities now enjoy football in the Solomon Islands,

The programme aims to reduce the number of

Vanuatu and Tonga, while Tahiti is currently implementing

children affected by diabetes, cardiovascular diseases

Live Your Goals. Women’s leagues and national

and obesity, as well as to limit the spread of malaria

competitions are flourishing and grassroots and

and dengue fever. “In the three countries we have

youth programmes are being strengthened

visited, we have seen that by running the programme full-time, we could educate three

across all associations in the region.

million children within the space of three to
The Football for Hope-

five years,” explains FIFA Chief

adidas Exchange Programme

Medical Officer Jiří Dvořák.

gives organisations and young
leaders the chance to share their skills
and thereby develop themselves. Since the
programme began in 2009, 841 participants
have attended 24 courses in 14 countries.
The latest workshop – which focused on
the teaching of training methods
– took place in mid-February in the
Colombian coastal city of
Santa Marta.
4
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MEN’S WORLD RANKING
Rank Team

+ / – Points

Rank Team

+ / – Points

Rank Team

+ / – Points

1 Belgium

0

1494

55 Saudi Arabia

20

571

109 Niger

-6

308

162 Guyana

-1

139

2 Argentina

0

1455

55 Egypt

3

571

110 Palestine

21

307

162 Grenada

1

139

3 Spain

0

1370

57 Congo DR

3

570

111 Angola

-6

306

165 Gambia

0

135

4 Germany

0

1347

58 Japan

-5

569

112 Central African Republic

-1

302

165 Liechtenstein

0

135

5 Chile

0

1293

59 Slovenia

2

565

113 Chad

0

301

167 American Samoa

0

128

6 Brazil

0

1251

60 Panama

5

564

114 Turkmenistan

3

298

167 Cook Islands

0

128

7 Portugal

0

1219

61 Guinea

-12

559

114 Aruba

1

298

167 Samoa

0

128

8 Colombia

0

1211

62 Cameroon

-5

547

116 Azerbaijan

0

296

170 Timor-Leste

0

127

9 England

0

1106

63 Nigeria

3

543

117 Sierra Leone

4

290

171 Malaysia

0

126

10 Austria

0

1091

64 Equatorial Guinea

5

530

118 St Kitts and Nevis

1

289

172 Mauritius

0

120

11 Uruguay

0

1074

65 Haiti

14

520

119 Burundi

-9

288

172 Puerto Rico

0

120

12 Switzerland

0

1050

65 United Arab Emirates

-1

520

120 Thailand

1

286

174 Comoros

0

119

13 Ecuador

0

1040

67 Belarus

1

514

120 Georgia

0

286

175 Yemen

0

113

14 Netherlands

0

994

68 Australia

-9

510

120 Belize

8

286

176 Dominica

0

107

15 Italy

0

991

68 Mali

-5

510

123 Armenia

-2

285

177 Bangladesh

2

100

16 Romania

0

987

70 Uganda

-8

503

124 Ethiopia

-6

284

178 US Virgin Islands

-1

88

17 Wales

0

974

71 Uzbekistan

2

502

125 Syria

0

278

178 Laos

-1

88

18 Croatia

0

958

72 Bolivia

-2

500

125 Tanzania

1

278

180 Indonesia

0

86

19 Hungary

1

945

73 Israel

-2

498

127 Swaziland

6

277

181 Chinese Taipei

1

80

20 Turkey

1

933

73 South Africa

1

498

128 Lithuania

-1

274

181 New Caledonia

1

80

21 Bosnia and Herzegovina

1

905

75 Bulgaria

-3

494

129 Madagascar

0

272

183 Cambodia

-2

79

22 Mexico

1

898

76 Zambia

-9

482

130 Bahrain

-9

269

184 Brunei Darussalam

0

74

23 Russia

1

895

77 Benin

1

458

131 Zimbabwe

-23

266

185 Pakistan

0

72

24 France

1

868

78 Qatar

6

444

131 Kazakhstan

1

266

186 Fiji

0

68

25 Slovakia

1

860

79 Cyprus

1

441

133 Kuwait

8

265

187 Montserrat

0

67

25 Czech Republic

1

860

80 Morocco

-4

425

134 Namibia

-1

264

188 Nepal

8

66

27 Ukraine

2

842

81 Venezuela

2

423

134 Philippines

1

264

189 Sri Lanka

-1

58

-9

828

82 Jordan

4

418

136 Sudan

-6

261

190 Suriname

-1

57

1

825

83 Gabon

-6

416

137 Hong Kong

-1

259

191 Seychelles

-1

56

28 Côte d'Ivoire
29 Northern Ireland
30 Republic of Ireland

1

810

84 Montenegro

1

403

138 FYR Macedonia

31 Costa Rica

6

799

85 Burkina Faso

4

402

139 Cuba

32 USA

0

793

85 Rwanda

6

402

33 Cape Verde Islands

6

790

85 Canada

3

402

34 Poland

1

787

88 Estonia

2

379

35 Sweden

-1

771

89 Iraq

-2

372

36 Albania

2

746

90 Antigua and Barbuda

2

371

36 Algeria

-8

746

91 Honduras

7

38 Iceland

-2

724

92 Botswana

3

39 Greece

2

706

93 China PR

-11

40 Denmark

2

692

94 Faroe Islands

2

-8

691

95 Korea DPR

18

41 Ghana

6

+ / – Points

0

257

191 Tahiti

-1

56

-3

250

193 Bhutan

-1

49

140 Lebanon

0

246

194 Vanuatu

-1

47

140 South Sudan

-1

246

195 Macau

-1

44

142 Luxembourg

0

237

196 Cayman Islands

-1

43

143 Barbados

2

227

197 Turks and Caicos Islands

0

33

144 St Vincent and the Grenadines

-1

221

198 San Marino

0

28

370

145 St Lucia

-1

216

199 British Virgin Islands

0

27

367

146 Vietnam

0

209

200 Solomon Islands

0

26

365

147 Guinea-Bissau

0

207

201 Mongolia

0

6

357

148 Singapore

0

196

201 Andorra

0

6

350

148 Tajikistan

0

196

203 Papua New Guinea

0

4

42 Paraguay

4

652

96 Guatemala

-3

347

150 Curaçao

0

192

204 Anguilla

0

0

43 Peru

4

644

97 Oman

2

345

150 New Zealand

0

192

204 Bahamas

0

0

44 Iran

-1

626

98 El Salvador

1

344

152 Lesotho

0

186

204 Djibouti

0

0

45 Senegal

0

621

99 Kenya

2

339

153 Myanmar

5

185

204 Eritrea

0

0

46 Scotland

6

609

100 Latvia

2

338

154 Afghanistan

-1

183

204 Somalia

0

0

47 Finland

-3

606

101 Liberia

2

337

155 Moldova

-1

170

204 Tonga

0

0

48 Tunisia

-8

603

102 Mozambique

7

334

156 Guam

0

169

-10

329

157 Maldives

0

162

2

327

158 Bermuda

1

154

49 Trinidad and Tobago

1

598

103 Togo

50 Norway

4

597

104 Malawi

51 Jamaica

4

590

105 Kyrgyzstan

51 Serbia

4

590

105 Libya

53 Korea Republic

-2

580

54 Congo

-6

579
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324

159 São Tomé e Príncipe

-4

152

-24

324

160 Dominican Republic

0

150

107 Mauritania

4

320

161 Malta

1

143

108 Nicaragua

-12

311

162 India

1

139

Last updated:
3 February 2016

Robert Prezioso / Getty Images

Rank Team

SAUDI ARABIA
CONFIDENT
OF TOPPING
GROUP

Hotshot With 13 goals to his name, Mohammed Al-Sahlawi is currently the leading scorer in the World Cup
qualifiers for the Asian zone.

2015 was a great year for Mohammad Al-Sahlawi, who

the 29-year-old. The Saudi Arabia faithful certainly had

netted 21 league goals for his club Al-Nassr and 13 for

plenty to cheer about at their most recent World Cup

Saudi Arabia in qualifying matches for the 2018 FIFA

qualifier, with Al-Sahlawi scoring five in his team’s 10-0

World Cup Russia™. Al-Nassr ended up winning the

drubbing of Timor-Leste. He is in the form of his life,

league, while Saudi Arabia are currently sitting pretty at

and knows when he has to strike. “My most important

the top of Group A in the Asian zone.

goal was in the 90th minute against the Emirates because
they are our main rivals,” he says.

It comes as no surprise, then, that Saudi Arabia are the
biggest movers of the month, gaining an impressive

He will soon be putting his marksmanship skills to the test

97 points and climbing to 55th in the FIFA/Coca-Cola

again when the qualifiers resume on 24 March with a

World Ranking. The rise has not come out of nowhere,

match against Malaysia, followed five days later by the last

however, as the team has been helmed since September

match of the second round against the United Arab

2015 by Dutchman Bert van Marwijk, who guided the

Emirates to see who will finish top of the group.

Oranje to the 2010 FIFA World Cup final. He is now aiming
to do something similar with the Green Falcons – or at

Al-Sahlawi was only seven when his country first qualified

least get them to Russia.

for a World Cup in 1994, when they reached the round of
16 in the USA. He had only just got started in professional

He is being greatly assisted in his quest by the goals of

football as Saudi Arabia made their most recent World

his main marksman Al-Sahlawi, whose motivation is

Cup finals appearance at Germany 2006, and is hoping

clear for all to see. “Qualifying for the World Cup would

that Russia 2018 will prove to be a career highlight.

be a dream come true, and it is now in our hands.
Hopefully, we’ll do it and make our fans happy,” says

Sarah Steiner

LEADER
BELGIUM (unchanged)
MOVES INTO TOP TEN
NONE
MOVES OUT OF TOP TEN
NONE
MATCHES PLAYED IN TOTAL
44 (of which 1 in 2015)
MOST MATCHES PLAYED
RWANDA (6 matches)
BIGGEST MOVE BY POINTS
SAUDI ARABIA (up 97 points)
BIGGEST MOVE BY RANKS
PALESTINE (up 21 ranks)
BIGGEST DROP BY POINTS
CÔTE D’IVOIRE (down 122 points)
BIGGEST DROP BY RANKS
LIBYA (down 24 ranks)

http://www.fifa.com/worldranking
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“FOOTBALL
WITHOUT
THE FANS IS
NOTHING”

Gianni Infantino is just another
football fan. We caught up with the
FIFA President during his first day in
office to discuss the game he loves.
By Bruno Sassi and
Lukas Mäder (photos)
One could tell how emotional it was for you when you
were announced as the new FIFA President. What was
the first thought that came into your head right there
and then?
Gianni Infantino: I think I haven’t realised it completely yet.
It was just… a mix. All the emotions that a human being can feel
at the same time. I felt them all: happiness, pride, responsibility…
The weight of the task you’re embarking on, but also the passion
and the energy to do the right thing. So, really, just imagine
everything you can imagine at the same time in the same second,
to the point you don’t think of anything. You just feel. It was about

Lukas Mäder / 13 Photo

emotion, like football should be.

NAME Giovanni Vincenzo Infantino
BORN 23 March 1970, Brig (Switzerland)
NATIONALITY Swiss and Italian
MARITAL STATUS Married to Lina Al Achkar Infantino,
four children (Alessia, Sabrina, Shanïa Serena and Dhalia Nora)
EDUCATION Lawyer, University of Fribourg (Switzerland)

Speaking of which, you are renowned as someone who
has worked in football for years, but what about Gianni
the football fan? How much importance did the game
have for you, growing up?
The football virus was injected into me when I was a kid, from my
parents and my father in particular. I was a crazy football fan,
FIFA 1904 /
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GIANNI INFANTINO

Gianni Infantino
The new FIFA President at a
photo shoot in his new office
(above), and, 72 hours
previously, celebrating his
election victory in Zurich’s
Hallenstadion (right).
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following my team all over the place. I remember when I said

whether we’re still using the right ones or if we need to go a

“I’m going to a game”, I’d prepare myself wearing jeans and the

bit younger. Also, we need to see if it makes sense to increase

worst shirt I had. Now, when I sit to watch a game I have to wear a

the size of the final tournaments or, in any case, to make sure

jacket and a tie. I think we need to change that and as leaders of

that international competitions are staged locally, with the help

the game we need to become a little bit more like fans and less like

of FIFA. Not every country can participate in a World Cup.

politicians. If we remember that we all started out as football fans,

Some countries will never participate or never even dream of

the game will become much better.

taking part in one, be it boys’ or girls’, men’s or women’s.
But they also need to play. FIFA has to be there and help them,

When you played regularly what was your position on

because organising competitions is the basis of all that we do.

the field?
I was normally on the bench – and you saw me during our match

Can you share your expectations about some of the

on 29 February, so you know why! [laughs] Anyway, I liked to play

events coming up during your first year as FIFA

as a striker, only I didn’t score many goals. In the end, I was really

President?

only playing because my mother was the one washing the shirts of

We start, of course, with the qualifiers: a great celebration of

my local team. This helped me to get a few minutes from time to

football all over the world, with teams dreaming of playing in

time, when our team was already leading and I couldn’t cause too

the World Cup in Russia. Then we have the Women’s U-17 in

much damage. But still I had lots of fun playing when I was young,

Jordan and U-20 in Papua New Guinea… It’s important to take

as I do now.

girls’ football to these countries; to open them to new horizons.
I’ll certainly be there and it’ll be a great pleasure to participate

What about your relationship with the FIFA World Cup?

in these competitions, to show the world that we’re grateful to

What are your first memories?

Jordan and Papua New Guinea, but also that we believe in

My very first memory is 1978. I was eight years old and I started to

them and in the impact that these competitions can have in

watch it on TV with my father. I remember [Daniel] Bertoni and

these countries and regions.

[Mario] Kempes in the final against the Netherlands. I remember
the Italian national team, which started quite well with Paolo
Rossi, Antonio Cabrini, new players… Then obviously the
1982 World Cup, when Italy won, was quite an experience for a
12-year-old boy. And I see this same passion now, I saw it during
the 2014 World Cup. Switzerland is a very international country,
so when you take your kids to school in the morning you have all
the mothers, fathers and kids speaking about their teams – the

“In the end, I was really only
playing because my mother
was the one washing the
shirts of my local team.”

English, the Algerians, the Swiss, the Germans… In these
circumstances we see the importance of the World Cup, and we

Besides organising competitions, another centrepiece

must never forget this. We must always protect this competition.

of FIFA’s mission is to develop football. What is the

Lukas Mäder / 13 Photo, Ennio Leanza / Keystone (3)

cornerstone of your ideas for development?
And what specific ideas do you have for the FIFA

I’ve been travelling a lot to each of the continents and visiting

World Cup?

many countries and I’ve seen with my own eyes what the needs

It’s no secret that I believe in increasing the World Cup to 40 teams.

are. And I think we can and we should do a lot – and we can

Forty teams is only 19% of the FIFA membership, so it’s not that

do a lot with actually very little. But, particularly, what we have

many compared to the continental final tournaments, which gather

to do is to invest in tailor-made programmes, because the

between 30% and 100% of affiliated teams. We give eight more

needs are not the same in Bhutan, Madagascar, Switzerland or

countries the opportunity to participate, but many more countries

Paraguay. The needs are completely different, and we have to

the possibility to dream of participating; to play the qualifiers in

make sure that we target each of the 209 member associations

a very solid way. Of course there are issues that we need to

specifically and that we help them to develop football in

analyse and discuss, like: what impact does this have on the

accordance with the needs that they have.

calendar? I think it’ll have no impact. But we need to look into
these matters very carefully and seriously and then we have to

Is it fair to say that there is a need to increase the

move forward.

participation of players and former players in
football’s decision-making processes?

What about the other FIFA competitions?

We need to listen to the players and involve them in our

Of course the youth ones, for boys and girls, are critically

activities, not only in decision-making, but also in football

important. So it’s also important to think about the age categories:

development and social activities – because we have an
FIFA 1904 /
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GIANNI INFANTINO
important task in terms of social responsibility as well. We’ve seen
that the former players love to participate in FIFA’s activities.

FIFA –
MODERN,
TRUSTED,
PROFESSIONAL

They love to give something back to football, which has given them
such a lot. We need to be able to include them and that’s why one
of my priorities will certainly be to set up a legends team to shine
for FIFA and with FIFA around the world.
Another important engagement during your first days in
office is the IFAB Annual General Meeting, whose agenda
includes discussions on the use of video technology to
assist match officials. What are your views on this topic?
Well, technology is obviously an important topic that we need to

After the Extraordinary FIFA Congress
gave its approval for the wide-ranging
package of reforms to be incorporated
into the FIFA Statutes, FIFA can now
push ahead with good governance and
transparency.

analyse seriously. We’re in 2016 and we can no longer close our
eyes to it. Goal-line technology is already a reality, so we need to
look into the matter and carry out real-life tests, so to say, to see in
which kind of circumstances technology should be used. Because
it’s important, even crucial, to see what kind of impact it will have
on the flow of the game. One of the peculiarities of football is its
flow – it doesn’t stop, like many other sports where you have the
time to look at videos. If the flow can be guaranteed, then we can

As world football’s governing body, FIFA has a

see how technology can help the game. But we need to start with

duty to provide the most stable and sustainable

serious tests sooner rather than later.

foundations for the game. FIFA has a zero-tolerance
policy towards wrongdoing of any kind and is

But you do believe that there is a way to find this balance

committed to the principles of good governance

between using technology more heavily while not

and transparency in all areas of its operations. The

jeopardising the flow of the game?

organisation also requires its member associations,

Definitely. I think technology evolves; it’s becoming better and

officials and employees to meet high standards in

better. So if we can get some help for the referees to take the right

this regard.

and just decision, this is part of transparency as well. And we need
FIFA also has a responsibility to adapt to the latest

to be able to embrace this.

developments in the world of football to ensure that
its operations and values adhere to the best

“Technology is obviously an
important topic that we need
to analyse seriously.
We’re in 2016 and we can no
longer close our eyes to it.”

governance standards possible. Over the past
15 years, FIFA has progressively adopted a wide
range of governance reforms that reflect the views
of the football community in order to meet the
evolving needs of the modern game.
The most recent step in this direction was taken in
December 2015, when the FIFA Executive Committee

After The IFAB, there is the second FIFA Women’s Football

approved a set of reforms presented by the 2016 FIFA

and Leadership Conference on 7 March. What are your

Reform Committee chaired by Dr François Carrard.

ideas for fostering stronger participation of women in

These principles and recommendations have paved

football?

the way for further significant and much-needed

We need to have a strategy ready for the development of women’s

changes to FIFA’s governance structure.

football. Not only football itself, but to have women as leaders in
These reform proposals were incorporated into a

process, this is now part of the statutes. That’s why 7 March is

draft version of the FIFA Statutes, which was

such an important date. And for women’s football, it’s like I said

submitted to and approved by the Extraordinary FIFA

for development: we need to target each country according to their

Congress in Zurich on 26 February 2016.

needs. It’s no good having a global strategy, because in Germany
or the USA the situation is not the same as in many other countries.
12
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national associations, confederations and FIFA. With the reform

FO4

THE MAIN REFORMS
IN BRIEF


• Clear separation between “political” and
management functions: the FIFA Council (replacing the FIFA Executive Committee) is responsible
for setting the organisation’s overall strategic
direction, while the general secretariat oversees
the operational and commercial actions required
to effectively execute that strategy.



• Term limits for the FIFA President, members of
the FIFA Council, of the Audit and Compliance
Committee, and of the judicial bodies
(max. 12 years). Election of Council members
supervised by FIFA and in accordance with FIFA’s
own electoral regulations; all candidates subject
to comprehensive and strict eligibility checks
conducted by an independent FIFA Review
Committee.



• Greater recognition and promotion of women
in football with a minimum of one female
representative elected as a Council member per
confederation; promotion of women as an
explicit statutory objective of FIFA to create a
more diverse decision-making environment and
culture.



• Annual disclosure of individual compensation
of the FIFA President, all FIFA Council members,
the FIFA Secretary General and the relevant
chairpersons of independent standing committees and judicial bodies.



• Enhanced control of money flows. Universal
good governance principles for confederations
and member associations.



• FIFA’s commitment to human rights to be
enshrined in the FIFA Statutes.



• New Football Stakeholders Committee to
ensure greater transparency and inclusion
through broader stakeholder representation
(including players, clubs and leagues).

FIFA 1904 /
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GIANNI INFANTINO

GREEN SHOOTS OF RECOVERY
Playing football is what FIFA is all about, a message reinforced by Gianni Infantino on his first day in office, when the new
President invited legends of the game to grace the pitch at the Home of FIFA in Zurich to show their support for him and
his future implementation of the reforms.
By Perikles Monioudis

Green shoots at the Congress FIFA brings the focus back on football.

The Extraordinary FIFA Congress in Zurich came to a close with broad support
and acclaim for the new President. In his acceptance speech, Gianni Infantino
left listeners in no doubt of his determination to drive home the reforms
in hand. The message was that FIFA, bolstered by good governance and

Playing for fun Gianni Infantino tussles with Portuguese legend Deco, a former
Champions League winner.

“Football is back at FIFA,
and FIFA is back in football.”
Gianni Infantino

symbolism evoked by the foyer in Zurich’s Hallenstadion, which featured subtle,
linear furnishings in white that provided a striking backdrop to the real trees
located in the centre, while on the white tables had been placed white flower
boxes with green grass. Delegates and guests were clearly at ease in such
bright, airy surroundings, not least because for football fans everywhere, lush

Demetrio Albertini, Zvonimir Boban, Fabio Cannavaro, Stéphane Chapuisat,

turf has an agreeable association with the game itself and the grass on which

Deco, Luís Figo, Fernando Hierro, Melanie Leupolz, Paolo Maldini, Geremi,

it is played, the unmistakable setting of the sport of sports.

Robert Pirès, Clarence Seedorf, Andriy Shevchenko, Julia Simic, Kelly Smith,
David Suazo, Gianluca Zambrotta, and coach Fabio Capello: all had gladly

On 29 February, his first day in office, Gianni Infantino assembled a dazzling

responded to the President’s call.

array of footballers at the Home of FIFA in Zurich to mark the commencement
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of his mandate in a way that signified the very essence of what FIFA is all

“Football is back at FIFA, and FIFA is back in football,” the President announced

about: playing football. Braving the rain and the threat of snow flurries at any

on the FIFA pitch. It was telling that he wore the number 9 jersey – a nod to his

minute, these legends of the game lined up alongside FIFA staff in four teams

goalscoring aspirations – as well as the captain’s armband. “From now on,

of seven on a Monday lunchtime to take part in an improvised tournament.

when we talk about FIFA, we will talk about football.”

/ FIFA 1904

Alexander Hassenstein / FIFA via Getty Images, Philipp Schmidli / Getty Images

transparency, needed to grow and thrive, like a young plant. Such was the

So we need to use the expertise of the Germans or Americans
– to name but two – to help other countries develop with
tailor-made programmes. With the will to develop women’s
football that I feel everywhere in the world, I think we can
achieve impressive results.

“I know what it means to
travel week in week out to
go and watch your favourite
team, because I did this
myself many times.”

A HISTORIC DAY
Significant reforms and a new President:
the Extraordinary FIFA Congress of 26 February 2016
was one for the history books. Here are the key
moments of a major day for world football
(from FIFA’s Twitter feed).

09.45
Acting FIFA President Issa Hayatou welcomes members
to the FIFA Congress.

We spoke a lot about being a fan, and a lot of critics

10.19

claim that there is an abyss between FIFA and the

Issa Hayatou addresses the FIFA Congress: “We will

regular football fan. What message would you like to

establish a more transparent, robust and responsible

give them?

FIFA that people everywhere can respect again.”

I would like to tell them to trust us. To trust me, because I’m a
football fan as well. I’m like them. I love the game. I know

11.23

what it means to travel week in week out to go and watch

FIFA Congress approves extensive reforms and all

your favourite team, because I did this myself many times.

statutory changes required to implement them. Vote

I know what it means to love football and follow a team.

count: 179 YES 22 NO (201 valid votes).

Football without the fans is nothing. We need the players and
we need the fans, and I think these two elements have been

12.40

neglected for too long. Now it’s time to change this. It’s time

The FIFA presidential candidates now have the opportu-

to bring them in and involve them in all that we do.

nity to speak to the FIFA Congress for 15 minutes each.

13.46
Tokyo Sexwale of South Africa has decided to drop out
of the election for FIFA President.

13.47
1st ballot of FIFA presidential election about to begin.

16.09
Results of 1st ballot: 27 votes for Prince Ali; 85 votes
for Shk. Salman; 7 votes for Jérôme Champagne;
88 votes for Gianni Infantino.

17.01
2nd ballot of FIFA presidential election continues.

18.03
With a simple majority of votes in 2nd ballot,
Gianni Infantino of Switzerland is elected FIFA President
until 2019.

The video about the FIFA reforms:
http://tinyurl.com/jgcgd9o

F04
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Salvatore Laporta / AP

Against racism and discrimination
Fans of S.S.C. Napoli in a show of solidarity with their player
Kalidou Koulibaly, who had been abused by opposition fans
a week earlier (Serie A home match, 7 February 2016).
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ECUADOR

FLYING
HIGH

Ecuador have always been formidable opponents at home
in Quito, but just recently the Andeans have developed a
taste for winning on the road, too.
By Alan Schweingruber

Tungurahua
The volcano is located in
the Ecuadorian Andes,
like the capital city of Quito.
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They like their meat in Argentina, particularly later on in
the day. Indeed, at the end of a balmy summer’s day,
it is not unknown for some people to start grilling up
towards midnight. On 8 October 2015, however, with the
temperature in Buenos Aires at around 22 degrees, most
football fans had consumed their meat earlier in the
evening, it being the middle of the Argentinian spring.
After all, the main event of the day was about to take
place at 21.00, a key match in the lengthy World Cup
qualification campaign for Russia 2018. Ecuador were the
guests in the metropolis, supposedly “easy” opponents for
a country boasting the five-time FIFA World Player of the
Year. Or at least, that was the theory.
However, things did not go quite according to plan in the
majestic city of the tango. True, locals and tourists alike
danced the night away in the artistic barrio of San Telmo,

as they would on any Thursday, but unbeknownst to them,
a sporting tragedy was unfolding on TV screens in local bars
and restaurants. Without Lionel Messi, Argentina struggled,
and just as the home team’s fans had resigned themselves to
a disappointing goalless draw, with only nine minutes left
on the clock, Ecuador suddenly did the unthinkable by
scoring twice within the space of 30 seconds. This resulted
in La Tri’s first-ever World Cup qualifier win in Buenos Aires,
and doubled their tally of goals scored there since 1960 – so
only the meat consumption and tango were as normal that
spring evening.

2,850 METRES ABOVE SEA LEVEL
Ecuador have always been tricky opponents in South
America. Although Brazil (and Argentina) are expected to
beat them at home, victory for travellers to Quito can hardly
be taken for granted. Located 2,850 metres above sea level
in a basin in the Andes, playing there is hardly a walk in the
park for footballers who normally ply their trade at sea level.
Your body doesn’t do what the mind wants it to do: air
pressure is high and oxygen is scarce. The somewhat
disconcerting image is therefore of stars jogging, breathing
with difficulty and dragging themselves around the pitch.
If they can play at all, that is. Acclimatisation takes days,
and many professionals complain of dizziness or headaches,
while others suffer from disturbed sleep.
Quito, where the temperature is always around 20 degrees,

Dolores Ochoa / Keystone / AP, Rodrigo Buendia / AFP, Guillermo Granja / Reuters, Fernando Llano / Keystone / AP

is a significant factor, especially when you look at the full
table for the Brazil 2014 qualifiers. Ecuador qualified in
fourth place of the South American group with 25 points,
22 of which were won at the notorious Atahualpa Olympic
Stadium in Quito. It is an unspectacular arena at best, with
its running track and low stands. However, when the
floodlights illuminate the night sky, the fans start to tuck
into their empanadas (pastry turnovers with a meat filling)
and anticipate the forthcoming victory – something that is
normally far from assured on away trips.

TOP OF THE GROUP AFTER FOUR WINS
The whole Quito theory has been thrown into doubt
following Ecuador’s new-found away form. After the
sensational win in Buenos Aires, Gustavo Quinteros’s team
triumphed 3-1 in Venezuela following routine home victories
against Bolivia and Uruguay, securing the Ecuadorians
12 points out of 12 and top spot in the group ahead of
Uruguay and Brazil.
It should be noted that, instead of relying on individual
performances as in the past, the national side now has a real
team ethic. It can even do without its Europe-based stars if
it has to: Antonio Valencia, for many years the face of the

Four games, 12 points
Ecuador are on course to qualify from the South American group for their fourth World Cup.
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team, missed the last two matches through injury. Indeed,
it was his club Manchester United, who are no longer the
force they used to be, who felt his absence most. Along
with Bayern Munich’s Arjen Robben, Valencia is one of the
quickest players in the world.

COPA AMÉRICA COACHING DEBATE
Ecuador’s greatest triumphs have come under foreign
coaches, and those who helmed their three World Cup finals
appearances all came from Colombia: Hernán Darío Gómez
(2002), Luis Fernando Suárez (2006) and Reinaldo Rueda
(2014). The Ecuadorian FA turned to Argentinian Gustavo
Quinteros a year ago, a move that seemed to break with
tradition somewhat. Football fans around the country cast
their eyes on the list of previous national team coaches,
and soon noticed that the last Argentinian to coach Ecuador
was Roberto Resquín, whose ill-fated tenure lasted just four
months.

Coach Gustavo Quinteros A man much in demand after the recent run of victories.

Argentina’s fans had resigned
themselves to a 0-0 draw at home to
Ecuador when their opponents suddenly
did the unthinkable by scoring twice
within the space of 30 seconds.
This same period was also in people’s minds last year when
Gustavo Quinteros’s future as national team coach was
called into question by the media after Ecuador failed to
progress from the group stage of the prestigious Copa
América. Eight months later, however, it seems that the
man from the south can do no wrong. As he said himself:
“We simply weren’t ready for the 2015 Copa. I had to build
up the team, and we have improved a lot since then. When
the next Copa comes around, we will aim to be one of the
sides to beat.”

ECUADOR

Federico Parra / AFP

Ecuador have taken part in three World Cups to date,
This year, the tournament will bear the name “Copa América

in 2002, 2006 and 2014.

Centenario” as it celebrates its centenary in the USA. Many

Their most famous players are Antonio Valencia (Manchester

of the stadiums there are at sea level, but this will no longer

United), Felipe Caicedo (Espanyol), Christian Noboa (FK Rostov)

matter to Ecuador. A team that can win in Buenos Aires can

and Enner Valencia (West Ham United).

win anywhere.

Next World Cup qualifiers: Ecuador v. Paraguay (24 March),
Colombia v. Ecuador (29 March).
Current standings in South America (after four matches): 1. Ecuador 12 points,
2. Uruguay 9, 3. Brazil 7, 4. Paraguay 7, 5. Chile 7, 6. Argentina 5, 7. Colombia 4,
8. Bolivia 3, 9. Peru, 3 10. Venezuela 0

sca
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WOMEN’S FOOTBALL

Neil Leifer / Sports Illustrated / Getty Images

Advantage Billie Jean King
King beats Bobby Riggs
and makes sporting history.

22
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GAME, SET AND MATCH
FOR EQUALITY
Riggs serves straight down the middle, not

In order to keep the momentum going, the

particularly hard, not very accurately, then runs

second Women’s Football and Leadership

forward to the net. King’s return is too high,

Conference will take place at the FIFA head

an easy point for Riggs – in theory. But his volley

quarters in Zurich on 7 March. Timed to coincide

hits the net and the rest is history: Billie Jean

with International Women’s Day (8 March), the

King wins the battle of the sexes in a victory for

event this year will involve talks and discussions

all women. A historic moment in sport and a

about the future and sustainability of women’s

historic moment for gender equality.

football and women in football.

Thanks to King, the top female tennis players

The title of this year’s conference is “Equality

are today huge stars and earn more money than

through reform” and the themes are the

in any other sport. As early as 1972, she was

challenges and opportunities for the development

demanding equal prize money for both sexes in

of women’s football and the promotion of

the US Open. Bobby Riggs found this so laughable

women in leadership positions in the sports

that he said: “Any half-decent male player could

industry. In addition, the focus will be on the



When tennis legend Billie Jean
King triumphed against Bobby
Riggs in the famous “battle of
the sexes” in 1973, she made a
major contribution to the fight for
equal rights for women and men.
More than 40 years on, FIFA,
in hosting the second Women’s
Football and Leadership
Conference on 7 March 2016, is
also sending an important signal.
By Sarah Steiner

defeat even the best female players.” Billie Jean

FIFA reforms and how these can help to further

accepted the challenge. On 20 September 1973,

equality and widen opportunities for women and

in front of a record audience of 30,492 spectators

girls in football.

at the Houston Astrodome, the 29-year-old beat
the 55-year-old ex-pro and former Wimbledon
champion 6-4, 6-3, 6-3.

FULLY BOOKED IN FIRST FEW DAYS
Even now, in 2016, women and men still do
not enjoy equal rights everywhere. However,
general awareness of equal opportunities and

“From the time I was 12 years old,
I have dedicated my life to equal
rights and opportunities for all.”
Billie Jean King

related issues has grown hugely and they are
now common topics, thanks in part to large
organisations such as FIFA, world football’s

As last year, interest in the event is very high,

governing body, taking notice of such matters.

with the 220 places fully booked within days of
registration opening. FIFA project leader Honey

In March 2015, FIFA successfully staged the

Thaljieh says: “There is a great amount of

first Women’s Football and Leadership

interest from around the world, people are

Conference. Further initiatives in the area

seeking a forum to voice their concerns about

of women’s football followed, such as the 6 th

the position of women in football. The FIFA

FIFA Women’s Football Symposium held

Women’s Football and Leadership Conference

during the hugely successful FIFA Women’s

provides such a platform for honest and open

World Cup Canada 2015™, and the meeting

debate that is inclusive of all genders, all ages,

of the FIFA Task Force for Women’s Football

and all regions of the world.” She feels it is

in August 2015.

vital to make use of this wide network in order
FIFA 1904 /
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WOMEN’S FOOTBALL
to make progress. “It is crucial to have this
network in order to actually achieve change on
the ground and involve both men and women
from different parts of the world in the change
process.”

“I WANT TO LEAVE A LEGACY”

EQUALITY THROUGH REFORM
08.30 OFFICIAL WELCOME

A number of high-profile decision-makers are on
the programme as speakers, including former
USA national team player Abby Wambach, BBC
Director of Sport Barbara Slater, Michael Kimmel,
professor of sociology and gender studies at

08.45 KEYNOTE SPEECH: Billie Jean King (founder of the Women’s Sports Foundation)

Stony Brook University in New York, and Sylvia

09.15 INTRODUCTION TO SESSION ONE: Lydia Nsekera (FIFA Executive Committee member)

Sport in Lausanne.

	

09.20 SESSION ONE: TAKING WOMEN’S FOOTBALL TO THE NEXT LEVEL

Schenk, a judge at the Court of Arbitration for

And the real coup is of course managing to get
tennis great and founder of the Women’s Sport
Foundation Billie Jean King as a keynote speaker.











• Where is women’s football today?
• What are the different challenges in different regions and cultures?
• What can we learn from others?
• How do we increase the popularity of women’s football?
• Rules and obligations from the professional football world


PANELLISTS: Asisat Lamina Oshoala (Nigeria national team player), Abby Wambach (USA national
team player), Samar Nassar (Chief Executive Director of the Local Organising Committee for the
FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup Jordan 2016), Barbara Slater (BBC Director of Sport), Brigitte Henriques
(General Secretary of the French Football Association)

10.45 KEYNOTE SPEECH: TO BE ANNOUNCED
11.15 INTRODUCTION TO SESSION TWO: Sonia Bien-Aime (FIFA Executive Committee member)
11.20 SESSION TWO: DIVERSITY FOR SUCCESS

I have dedicated my life to equal rights and
opportunities for all and I hope we can start a
positive conversation within FIFA, and football in
general, to promote equality for men and women,
especially in terms of representation, inclusion
and an equal voice on and off the field.”
The subject is also very important to 2015 World
Cup champion Abby Wambach. Following her
recent retirement from professional football,









• Women in decision-making and leadership positions
• Success stories: retired players, examples and role models
• Challenges and opportunities: women reaching leadership positions
• Looking forward: policies and recommendations

King says: “From the time I was 12 years old,

	

PANELLISTS: Ebru Koksal (FIFA consultant), Michael Kimmel (Professor of Sociology and Gender Studies,
Stony Brook University), Donna de Varona (Olympic champion, lead advisor for the EY Women Athletes
Business Network), Felicite Rwemarika (Executive member and President of the Women’s Football Commission
at the Rwanda Football Association), Annie Zaidi (Founder of the CoachAnnieZ Foundation)

12.50 LUNCH BREAK
14.00 KEYNOTE SPEECH: Kristin Hetle (Director of Strategic Partnerships, UN Women)
14.30 INTRODUCTION TO SESSION THREE: Moya Dodd (co-opted FIFA Executive Committee member)
	

14.35 SESSION THREE: 2016 FIFA REFORMS – WOMEN’S FOOTBALL & WOMEN IN FOOTBALL

female footballer in the world, has demonstrated
her commitment to the cause, identifying the
battle for equality as the next step in her career.
While she is aware that her reputation precedes
her and wishes to use it to raise awareness of the
issues, she also wants to achieve more than just
personal fame: “Forget me. Forget the medals
won, the records broken and the sacrifices made.
I want to leave a legacy where the ball keeps
rolling forward, where the next generation
accomplishes things so great that I am no longer
remembered.”









• Reforms: status, opportunities, challenges and decisions
• Policies in women’s football
• Progress on the “calls to action” from last year’s FIFA Women’s Football symposium in Canada
• Turning policy into action

Wambach, who is arguably the most successful



PANELLISTS: FIFA representative (tba), Sunil Gulati (President of the United States Soccer Federation),
Moya Dodd (co-opted FIFA Executive Committee member), Sarai Bareman (OFC Deputy General Secretary),
Sylvia Schenk (CAS arbitrator), Amanda Davies (CNN sports anchor/correspondent)

16.00 WRAP-UP AND Q&A
16.30 CLOSING REMARKS FOLLOWED BY DRINKS RECEPTION

LISTENING AND LEARNING
With this annual international conference, FIFA
wants to strengthen its support for women’s
football and to provide an urgently needed
platform for discussion about the promotion of
women in sport and in society in general. It
forms part of FIFA’s commitment to promote,
develop and provide financial support for
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No barriers
Bright eyed, a young girl kicks a ball during a
FIFA development project event in Malawi.
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WOMEN’S FOOTBALL

“FOOTBALL IS FOR EVERYONE
IN THE WORLD”
Junko Egawa is a participant in the first edition of FIFA’s Female Leadership Development Programme which began
in 2015. This initiative provides support to women across the globe who aspire to become future leaders in football.
On 1 February, Egawa started in her new role as Head of Women’s Football for the Japan Football Association.
Following her new appointment, she explains how the programme has helped her on her way. By Annette Braun

women’s football so that the sport and its
participants around the world can meet their
full potential.
Honey Thaljieh, who was the co-founder and
first captain of the Palestinian national women’s
team, has put her heart and soul into the
organising of the conference. She believes that
the moment has come for women’s football to
gain the acceptance that it deserves. “Now is
the moment when we can achieve equality in

Congratulations on your recent appointment as

football, it is the time to stop talking and start

Head of Women’s Football for the Japan FA.

implementing and turn policy into action.

Did the leadership programme play any part in

It is the time to create opportunities and equal

your decision to go for this role?

participation from grassroots level to elite

Junko Egawa: Yes, a big part. I have been working in both

level and ensure that we are working together

men’s and women’s football, and after I participated in

for greater gender equality.”

the leadership programme, I felt myself begin to look for a

Junko Egawa
Head of
Women’s
Football for the
Japan110
Football
Association.
Legende
Bold x11
und 110
Frutiger
45 light.

more equal environment for women’s football compared
with men’s football. Now I have a belief that developing
women’s football means creating good environments for
women in football.

An important part of this process is the ten key
development principles that were drafted by the
FIFA Task Force for Women’s Football in 2014.
Among these is the obligation for member
associations to have a women’s football plan in

In early March, you will conclude the course with a

where girls and women can enjoy playing football.

place to develop the game and to ensure that

workshop in Amsterdam. What impact has the

The Japan FA has worked with them for long time by

football is equally accessible to girls as it is to

Female Leadership Development Programme had

serving as secretariat to these teams, organising youth

boys. The focus is on sustainability at all levels

on you?

developments such as academies, and planning various

of the game, both in terms of forming solid

The FIFA Female Leadership Development Programme is a

programmes to encourage coaches of women’s football.

development and commercial strategies as

high-value motivator and explores participants’ potential.

the basis for professional competitions, and

I got a great opportunity to hear about many things

What does that mean for the future?

improving marketing strategies to draw more

happening around the world for women’s football and

The Japan FA is continuously promoting women’s football

participants, spectators and business partners

women in football, and the programme allowed me to get

and seeking new approaches to further its development.

to women’s football.

What are the challenges and opportunities?

Football offers women the opportunity to

involved in paving the way.
What will you take away from the programme

There are many activities covering all the categories of

fulfil their potential both in sport and in society.

and apply in your new role?

women’s football from kids to senior and amateur to

At the conference, FIFA intends to listen and

The information I collected and networks I formed during

professional in Japan. We are lucky to have opportunities to

learn to find out how further progress can

the programme, as well as precious personal advice from

observe the progress and to find room for improvement in

be made in the promotion and development of

FIFA and THNK to help me take on a leadership position.

all areas of activity. Well-balanced environments to increase

women’s football to usher in a new era for

the numbers of players and improve the quality of women’s

the game.

Why do you think it is important for there to be

football are an important part of our objectives.
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Football is for everyone in the world and that includes

What is your message to girls and women wanting

women as well as men. Also, women have different

to become future leaders in football?

characteristics to men which will bring new aspects to

When you know where your passion for football comes

football for a brighter future.

from, your way to be a leader will appear.

In what ways has the Japan FA worked to develop

And on a personal level, what are your ultimate

the women’s game?

goals in football?

Initiated by brave female footballers, supporters of

To witness the moments in which football brings joy to

women’s football have been working in clubs and schools

people’s lives.
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more female leaders in football?

SOCIAL MEDIA

“I REPEATEDLY TELL MY
PLAYERS THAT WE CAN MAKE
PEOPLE HAPPY. MANY PEOPLE
ARE SUFFERING FROM THE
PROBLEMS OF EVERYDAY LIFE.
SOME ARE POOR, SOME ARE
UNEMPLOYED. FOR THOSE
PEOPLE, FOOTBALL MIGHT
BE THEIR ULTIMATE
SOURCE OF JOY.”
Egypt manager Héctor Cúper
on FIFA.com (9 February 2016)

“SOMETIMES THE PLAYERS BEHAVE IN A STRANGE MANNER
BECAUSE I’M THEIR AGE. IT’S LIKE THEY THINK TWICE BEFORE
RESPECTING, BUT THEY ALSO THINK TWICE BEFORE DISRESPECTING.”
Michael Moffat Mwambiya, 15, on beginning his career as a football referee. FIFA on Facebook (4 February 2016)

“I THINK WE’VE GOT THE SQUAD TO DO IT.”
Andrés Iniesta speaking to FIFA.com about Spain’s chances of winning EURO 2016 (10 February 2016)

SWITZERLAND’S KÖBI KUHN
TOOK A TOUR OF THE MUSEUM TODAY.
HE SIGNED OUR GUEST BOOK, WRITING:
“THE MUSEUM IS FANTASTIC.
I HOPE TO RETURN AGAIN AND AGAIN!”
FIFA on Facebook (9 February 2016)

“IN ORDER TO ENCOURAGE FANS TO ATTEND GAMES
I PROPOSE THAT, WHEN A PLAYER SCORES A GOAL,
HE IS ALLOWED TO GIVE THE BALL TO
A SPECTATOR OF HIS CHOICE.”

Reuters

Ivan Quiroz on Facebook (6 February 2016)

“THANKS TO FIFA FOR BRINGING US ALL TO ZURICH AND BEING A WONDERFUL HOST.
GETTING TO KNOW SOME WONDERFUL PEOPLE FROM ACROSS THE WORLD AND LEARNING ABOUT
THE PROGRESS OF FIFA AND FOOTBALL IS A ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME EXPERIENCE FOR ALL OF US.”
Benoy Matthews, guest of the FIFA World Cup Fan Experience, on Facebook (8 February 2016)
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FIRST LOVE
PLACE Wadi Musa, Jordan
DATE 22 May 2013
TIME 09.20
PHOTOGRAPHER Caio Vilela
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THE INTERVIEW

Marcel Koller, 55
Austria are finally back on the
up under the Swiss coach

30
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“IT FEELS LIKE I HAVE THE
WHOLE NATION BEHIND ME.”

For the first time in 18 years, Austria have qualified for a
major tournament – EURO 2016 – under their own steam,
thanks largely to the efforts of their Swiss coach Marcel Koller,
whose appointment was heavily criticised at the start.
Alan Schweingruber met up with him in Vienna for a chat.

Looking back at Marcel Koller’s coaching career, he has
not always been in the right place at the right time.
He has twice turned down the job of Swiss national team
coach and after being relieved of his duties by VfL Bochum
in 2009, he almost sank without trace. In Austria, however,
he has achieved hero status. Appearing five minutes early
for our interview in his office at the Ernst Happel Stadium,
Koller sports a dark-grey pullover over a white shirt and is
relaxed, as is his wont.

David payr / laif

Marcel, Austrian football fans finally have
something to shout about again – thanks to you.
Marcel Koller: Our success isn’t all down to me: everyone
worked hard on qualification. But thank you, we can be
pleased with what we have achieved. It was a long journey.
We have steadily improved over the last four years and now
we’re going to France for the EURO finals, which is great for
the whole country.
And also the high point of your 20-year coaching
career to date.
Probably, but working as a club coach is not the same as
being in charge of a national team. In Austria, I was given
enough time to build something, and I had the right players
to call upon. There are other aspects, too: when I was a
club coach, everything was concentrated in a particular
area, but now it feels like I have the whole nation behind me.
FIFA 1904 /
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THE INTERVIEW

Fifteen years ago, you turned down an offer
to become coach of the Swiss national team.
Have you ever regretted the decision?
I was coach of FC St. Gallen at the time and giving up club
football overnight didn’t appeal to me. No, it was just too
soon for me to take over the national team.

Things weren’t easy for you in Germany after that,
with Bochum letting you go after some successful
years, and then you were in the coaching
wilderness for two years.
I had some great years in Germany, but looking back,
I lost sight of the human element a bit. It was hectic in
Cologne and Bochum, results were everything and certain
things fall by the wayside in such situations. I’ve now gone
back to how I was at the start, to an extent. At FC Wil,
my first coaching job, I was always very focused on the
personal touch, especially when I was coaching amateurs
and semi-pros, who have day jobs – that’s a vital part of
the role.
When did you know that you had the right
qualities to be a coach?
I thought about it a lot as a player. If things weren’t
working on the pitch, it would bother me. Then one day I
started recording matches on video and studying the
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NAME Marcel Koller
BORN 11 November 1960, Zurich
PLAYING CAREER Grasshopper Club Zurich
MANAGERIAL CAREER FC Wil, FC St. Gallen, Grasshopper Club Zurich,
FC Köln, VfL Bochum, Austrian national team
MAJOR HONOURS 7 Swiss league titles, 5 Swiss cups (as a player),
2 Swiss league titles (as a coach)

David payr / laif

“I had some great years
in Germany, but looking back,
I lost sight of the human
element a bit.”

“In my line of work, you have to be meticulous.
It’s about working on the little things to get the big things right.
Before the crucial EURO qualifier against Liechtenstein,
I watched 15 of their matches. It was hard work, but it paid off.”

videos afterwards. I got into coaching quite early. When
I was playing for Grasshoppers, I had the opportunity to
coach some of the youth teams, which was also an
advantage.
You coached some of the youth teams while you
were a player?
It was when I had a long lay-off with an injury, so I had
some time on my hands.
It sounds like you were very hard-working and
meticulous.
In my line of work, you have to be. It’s about working on
the little things to get the big things right. Before the
crucial EURO qualifier against Liechtenstein in March 2015,
I watched 15 of their matches. It was hard work, but it
paid off.
You watched 15 times 90 minutes of Liechtenstein?
You mean why did I bother? There’s no reason why you
shouldn’t get as much information from a small footballing
country as you do from a big one. When the odds are
stacked against you, it’s the small details that make the
difference. An underdog can always win if he finds a chink
in the armour.
It is noticeable how you stand by the regulars in
your team. Eight of the players who started against
Sweden last November were already in the team
when you took over in 2011.
Right from the start, we decided to focus on players who
had a high level of ability. We have stuck to most of them,
whether they are playing for their club or not. Austria is a
small country. We can’t afford to pick one player and then a
different one two months later. Team spirit is an important
factor for our team.

And what about match fitness?
If one of my players is blowing hard after 75 minutes
because he doesn’t play regularly for his club, I substitute
him. What is more important to me is that he knows how
we want to play and hasn’t forgotten it since his last match.
As we don’t get together very often, and then only for
short periods, time is also a vital element. When we pick a
new player, we start from scratch in many areas. I have to
explain the basics to him, and it makes it harder for the
team to gel. When we get together now, there is plenty of
banter among the players. Every team needs that, it’s what
binds them together.

The highs and lows of football. But what will
happen in the summer if you leave France early?
I don’t even want to think about that. I’ve come to learn
that things change fast in football.
How do you see your group with Portugal, Hungary
and Iceland then?
We want to continue on the path that we have taken.
At the end of the day, a lot depends on the players. If they
all have a good run and stay fit, we can certainly cause a
few ripples in France.

Everyone in Austria is pleased with what you’re
doing, but that was not always the case.
Your appointment was widely criticised at the
time.
That’s not quite true: it was just a small group of people
who criticised my appointment. I sensed that I had the
support of the wider public right from the start, which was
crucial for me. I drew strength from it. Some critics just felt
honour-bound to take a pot at me.
What is the average Austrian like?
Very nice, though he tends to go overboard where football
is concerned (laughs).
How do you mean?
If there are ten qualification matches and you win the
first two, a lot of people think you’ve already made it to
the finals. That’s not a bad thing in itself, provided the
team doesn’t believe it too. I think that these premature
celebrations have long been a problem for Austria’s national
team. They had a tendency to think that they’d already
qualified, which made the disappointment all the bigger
when they didn’t.
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THEN

1958
VIERSEN, GERMANY

Slg. Raiss / fotogloria

Dülkener FC players in high spirits.
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NOW

2015
VANCOUVER, CANADA

Lars Baron / Getty Images

The English national team pose with their World Cup bronze medals.
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DEBATE

“WE WILL RESTORE
THE IMAGE OF FIFA”

“Dear friends,
I cannot express my feelings at this moment. I told you I went on a journey, an exceptional
journey, a journey which allowed me to meet many fantastic people; many people who love
football, who live football, who breathe football every day, people who deserve a FIFA that is
highly respected. We will restore the image of FIFA and the respect for FIFA – everyone in the
world will applaud us, and all of you, for what we’ll do in FIFA in the future. We have to be
proud of FIFA – everyone has to be proud of FIFA – and we have to be proud of what we’ll do
together in FIFA. I would like to thank all of you: all 209 [member associations], all the other
candidates. We had a sporting competition. Tokyo [Sexwale] said it: one can win and four will
not win, but we had a sporting competition and it was a great sign of democracy in FIFA.
I want to be the president of all of you, of all 209 national associations. I travelled through the
globe and will continue to do this. I want to work with all of you together in order to restore
and rebuild a new era in FIFA, a new era where we can again put football centre stage.”
Gianni Infantino
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MEDIA REACTION
TO THE CONGRESS
“With a rousing speech, in which
he switched between six different
languages with complete ease, Gianni
Infantino gave a personal account of his
journey through the world of football.
The tide turned in his favour, enabling
him to pull off a surprise victory at the
Extraordinary FIFA Congress.”
Dagbladet, Norway

“The approval of the reforms is a start.”
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, Germany

An emotional moment
New FIFA President Infantino giving
his acceptance speech after winning
the election on 26 February 2016.

“The former UEFA general secretary’s
victory in the FIFA presidential election
offers a hope of a brighter future for
football’s governing body.”
The Guardian, UK

“FIFA has a great new president until 2019.”

Richard Heathcote/Getty Images

El Mundo Deportivo, Spain

“The reforms are so wide-reaching
and modernising that they could set
an example not only for other sports
federations, but also for private
companies.”
Neue Zürcher Zeitung, Switzerland

“The winds of change are blowing through FIFA.”
Sport, Spain
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FIFA WORLD FOOTBALL MUSEUM

FINE MATERIAL
The FIFA World Football Museum has now opened its doors
in Zurich, and it is certainly making an impression.
As soon as visitors stroll into the first exhibition area, they
know that this is somewhere they can kick back and relax...
By Alan Schweingruber

The very first exhibition area at the FIFA World Football Museum is
probably the most idyllic. Here, visitors can take the weight off their feet
and perch on one of the leather stools, or maybe lean against one of the
pillars and close their eyes. Close their eyes? Surely that isn’t the point of
visiting a museum? But here, it isn’t all about vision for once. Instead,
fans can simply allow the sounds to wash over them. Laughing children in
the distance, chanting fans, a short, sharp blast of a referee’s whistle...
All of this comes together as one when they open their eyes again,
as now they can connect sounds to images as a football rolls across six
monitors. In Scotland, in Brazil, in Thailand, in Kenya – everything is in
close-up and in super slo-mo. This game is all about mud and passion,
but the camera zooms in on every little detail. This is not a reality show.
This is actual, real life – as anyone who has ever played football knows.
It is a refreshing and inspiring entrance to a museum, and it is in no way
comparable to some of the more opulent examples of the genre.

This is perhaps the place where fans
will realise that only one team in the
world actually plays in orange.
WORLD CUP STARS
The films, though, are only a backdrop as the focal point of this exhibition
is a striking curved glass cabinet displaying the home shirt of every one
of FIFA’s 209 member associations. The shirts are not arranged
alphabetically though, nor in terms of the number of titles the countries
have won, but by colour. This is perhaps the only place where fans will
realise that only one team in the world actually plays in orange: the
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Netherlands. Next to the Dutch shirt is that of Côte d’Ivoire, which is a
very light orange, almost yellow in tint.
209 shirts lined up alongside and above each other like a rainbow is
certainly a sight to behold. Small children squash their noses up against

FIFA-MUSEUM

The 209
national team
jerseys
The impressive
Rainbow is
at the heart
of the first
exhibition area.

Red for determination
Nearly one third of all
countries play in red.
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Red all over
Spain were hoping
to win their second
World Cup title in
2014 but they fell
in the group stage.

the glass panels, and all of a sudden, this exhibition becomes a challenge
in itself. Can you find the 20 World Cup stars among the shirts? Can you
find a shirt with one or more World Cup stars? There! Germany! The
Germans’ white shirt, flanked by those of Puerto Rico and Poland, catches
the eye because of the four stars adorning it. There! Brazil! Yes, the team
with the most stars. A resplendent yellow. Where is Uruguay’s shirt?

It is often said that red is for determination,
passion and team spirit. There are 71 red shirts
in the museum’s display cabinet... but only
Spain’s bears a World Cup winners’ star.

Who can find Italy’s royal-blue shirt?

A CHEQUERED HISTORY
Shirt colours often have their roots in history, back when monarchies
influenced their country’s coat of arms. It goes without saying that these
little anecdotes enthral visitors when they survey the shirts displayed in
the glass case. Croatia, for instance, are the only team to play in

MUSEUM OPENING

chequered shirts. The story behind it is as simple as it is brilliant: while
being held prisoner by the Republic of Venice, Croatian King Stjepan
Držislav was set a challenge – if he could beat his captors at chess three
times in a row, he would be set free. Držislav, a keen chess player himself,
promptly did so. And the rest, as they say, is history.
That particular tale is more than a thousand years old, and while many
now frown at the mere thought of changing colours, it was once rather
common. Brazil, for example, ditched their white shirts in favour of yellow
after their traumatic defeat in the final match of the 1950 World Cup,
which is seen as a prime example of coming to terms with the past.
Italy haven’t always played in royal blue either, as in the 1910s and 1920s,

The FIFA World Football Museum opened in Zurich on 28 February 2016.

they too played in white. It’s pretty obvious that neither the Brazilians nor

It was a special day for the 100 guests and many football fans in

the Italians consulted a colour psychologist, because if they had, they

attendance, especially given the presence of new FIFA President

would probably have been advised to wear red – the colour of

Gianni Infantino, who posed for photographs with a Zurich youth football

determination, passion and team spirit. There are no fewer than 71 red

team. “The museum is fantastic,” said the new President . “This is the

shirts in the museum’s display case, but only one – that of Spain – bears a

place where football will be lived and breathed.”

World Cup winner’s star...

F04
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DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

AIMING FOR NEW HEIGHTS

Through the PERFORMANCE Programme, FIFA supports its members so that they
can become strong, professional and independent. A great example of this is
the Latvian Football Federation: it was once close to bankruptcy, but is now among
the most solid and transparent football organisations in the world.
By Annette Braun
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FIFA
PERFORMANCE
PROGRAMME
Since 2011, FIFA has been helping its member
associations to fulfil their potential and become
increasingly professional and independent through
the PERFORMANCE Programme. For this, a close
collaboration between national associations, political
leadership and administrative authorities is sought so
that the plans can be made reality.
Following an in-depth analysis of the structures and
processes in each respective association, FIFA offers
each member association up to USD 100,000 in the
way of financial incentives, as well as seminars,
consultation and expert assistance, and works with
the individual associations to develop a tailor-made
strategy to get the most out of the available
resources. This support can be in a whole range of
areas: from marketing, financial management and
communications, to TV, administrative and human
resources management, and event management,
from the management of competitions, leagues and
Selfie-time
Latvia’s footballers
of tomorrow pose
with their idol,
national team player
Edgars Gauracs.

clubs, to facility management and IT.
The FIFA PERFORMANCE Programme is available to
all member associations. In 2015, projects were

Latvian Football Federation

carried out in 103 countries.
Confederation
AFC
CAF
CONCACAF
CONMEBOL
OFC
UEFA

No. of MAs involved
24
25
19
5
11
19

There is a Latvian proverb that goes: “Whoever

has gone through it himself. In 2009 and 2010,

has never made a bad start will never make a

the Latvian FA’s finances were in bad shape.

good one.” This maxim clearly refers to the

While the budget was certainly modest, the

importance of learning from our mistakes and

association’s problems were mostly down to

growing steadily by overcoming the challenges

poorly managed internal processes and a

As part of the strategic support, in 2015 – for

that life puts in our way. This motto can be

misjudged strategy. The Latvian FA were

example – FIFA carried out a comprehensive

applied to many areas in life, even if it does

seriously lacking in the marketing and

organisational review in 17 member associations.

not make life any easier for someone who is

communications expertise that are demanded

Long-term strategies and pathways to their

facing challenges. This is something that

of a modern football organisation.

implementation in all operational areas were
developed for more than ten other associations.

Edgars Pukinsks, deputy general secretary of the
Latvian FA, knows better than most, and so – in

THE PATH TO GOOD GOVERNANCE

In addition, almost 100 further expert visits,

line with the wisdom of his homeland – he

The Latvian FA as it stands in 2016 presents

workshops and seminars were held.

confidently says: “You need problems in order

a far stronger image than it did during the

to keep developing.” He knows this because he

crisis of recent years. It is an image that shows
FIFA 1904 /
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DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
the organisation to be among the most stable

half-time. However, they went on to lose 2-1.

and transparent. This is underlined by a study

In the second match, they held Germany to a

conducted by Transparency International

0-0 draw, which gave them a chance, albeit

that looked into football associations around

theoretical, of progressing. In their final group

the world. The path to good governance was

match, however, they went down 3-0 to the

successful, but not easy. “We had to make

Netherlands. “Our goal is to qualify again for a

many unpopular but important decisions,

major tournament and to bring our fans a little

like changing the structure and employees,

joy,” says Pukinsks. Now, more than a decade

cutting the budget for some areas of activities

after their greatest success, they look ready to

and totally reorganising our thinking. But

create some new memories. He also knows that

that was the trigger for future development,”

the association is on a strong footing thanks to

explains Pukinsks. It was the FIFA PERFOR-

the support of the PERFORMANCE Programme.

MANCE Programme that offered a first

“The programme is drafted in a way that you

step towards renewal and growth and which,

have to prove the necessity of changes to be

by providing consultation, supervision and

financed, so you can be sure that you will get

strategic support, helped to overhaul the

not only money to make the changes, but you

association’s financial department and, what
is more, through the programming and
development of the association’s website,

will be also challenged to prove that these
Great expectations Edgars Pukinsks, Deputy General
Secretary of the Latvian Football Federation

helped to establish a new marketing strategy

changes are needed, thus reassuring you that
you have the right vision,” explains the Deputy
General Secretary.

in order to attract new sponsors.
By restructuring the Latvian FA, the aim was
to set up a framework of modern processes
and to bolster the association’s image.

“Simplicity and detail
are key to success.”

As part of the PERFORMANCE Programme,

AN UNFORGETTABLE EURO 2004

FIFA provided experts who assessed the

2004 was truly a vintage year for Latvian

needs of the association, trained the

football fans. It was historic because it was the

employees and, with the association’s

first (and, until now, only) time that the national

The right vision is certainly in place in Latvia,

consent, helped in the restructuring process.

team reached a European Championship. In

as is the structure to implement it. “We want

“Simplicity and detail are key to success,”

Portugal, they made a positive impression. In

to become the leading sporting organisation

states Pukinsks, before adding: “We learned

their first group-stage match against the

in Latvia and one of the leaders in the Baltic

to observe, analyse and develop the most

Czech Republic, Aleksandrs Starkovs’ team went

region,” declares Pukinsks. This means that

important parts of our business, as well as

ahead thanks to a goal by Māris Verpakovskis –

the development that got up and running

become independent.”

the country’s record goalscorer – shortly before

through the PERFORMANCE Programme still

“How can we work more efficiently?” This is the

implementing a delegation system,” explains Francesca

(no. 231/2001) implementing European directives on

Sanzone, the association’s Deputy CEO. She goes on:

criminal and administrative liability,” says Sanzone,

“The most relevant outcome has been the creation

before hinting at the association’s future plans:

of an internal auditing department, a purchasing

“We now aim to consolidate our new departments

department and a competitions department to manage

and to give them the opportunity to enhance their

the organisation of events.”

operations. We will focus on upgrading the IT system,

question that the Italian Football Association posed itself
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looking forward to its full and integrated operation in

when asked to define its organisational goals for the

ANALYSING EVERY ASPECT

connection with different procedures, such as player

FIFA PERFORMANCE Programme. The emerging targets

Other projects then followed. “The process was a

registration (FIFA Connect), purchasing and financial

for development in terms of finance, organisational

relevant starting point from which we moved on to

control (ERP system), and the management of tenders

structure, administrative processes, meeting legal

implement further projects, such as the Risk

and suppliers (E-Procurement).”

requirements and IT showed great ambition: “It had an

Assessment and the Supervisory Board according to

impact on redrafting the entire organisational chart and

the provisions of the Italian Legislative Decree
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Annette Braun

Latvian Football Federation

GOOD GOVERNANCE,
ITALIAN STYLE

Edgars Pukinsks, Deputy General Secretary
of the Latvian Football Federation

has a long way to go. There is no time to rest
on past achievements. The aim is to reach
new heights. The study by Transparency
International has brought well-deserved
recognition, says Pukinsks, but: “We cannot
stop here. We want to be the most solid and
transparent association one day!” With
foresight and patience, step by step. There is
another Latvian saying that can equally apply:
“You have to pick the mushrooms before you
can cook them.”

Heading for greater heights I Malta’s Ylenia Carabott (left) battles for the ball with Latvia’s Anastasija Rocane.
(January 2016)

Heading for greater heights II An aerial tussle in the penalty area during a friendly between Latvia and the
Republic of Ireland in November 2013.

Imago, David Maher / Sportsfile

FRANCE AND
ITS OVERSEAS
TERRITORIES
As the crow flies, the distance between Paris and

examples of the French overseas departments, which

to support their local leagues. “We have developed a

are scattered across the globe, in the Caribbean, in the

strategic plan for the leagues with defined roles for

Pacific and in the Indian Ocean. Such distances make

the clubs so that football can be further developed in

collaboration between the regions and the French

the regions,” explains Alain Casteran, the French FA’s

Football Association difficult. Thanks to the FIFA

project leader and head of relations with the French

PERFORMANCE Programme, not only have relations

overseas territories. They were able to bring together

with the territories been advanced and contacts renewed,

all of the decision-makers and establish a common

but consideration is also once more being given to the

pathway without losing the local flavour of any of the

specific needs of each of the departments.

individual regions.

Guadeloupe is 6,731 kilometres; from Paris to Réunion
is even further: 9,391 kilometres. These are significant

FINDING A STRUCTURE FOR REGIONAL LEAGUES

distances and many countries, seas and cultures lie in

The focus of the collaboration between FIFA and the

between. Guadeloupe and Réunion are just two

French FA is to meet the specific needs of the regions and

Annette Braun
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PHOTO ARCHIVE

Los Angeles, 1994 World Cup group stage Romania see off their USA hosts 1-0 under a huge vapour-trail heart in the sky.
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HISTORY

One man, one ball, many goals
Just Fontaine made World Cup
history in 1958 by scoring 13 goals.
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THE RECORD HOLDER
Just Fontaine found the back of the net in all of
France’s games at the 1958 World Cup, by the end
of which he had 13 goals to his name. Is his record
ever likely to be broken?
By Annette Braun

After all these years they are still in touch, sitting down together
to chew the fat about the “good old days” and about how the
game that they hold so dear has developed. Their hair may now
be greyer and in some cases rather thinner, but their passion
for football remains undimmed. These men were all part of
Albert Batteux’s France squad for the 1958 FIFA World Cup™ in
Sweden, a team that had more or less been written off before
the tournament but eventually finished third.
In doing so, they made a mockery of the jokes that the French
press had made at their expense before a ball had even been
kicked, when they had written that Les Bleus had been the first
to arrive in the host country because they would also be the first
to leave. There was certainly no such cynicism on show after the
World Cup, however, with respect the order of the day – not only
for the performance of the entire squad, but also for the feats of
a certain Just Fontaine, who scored 13 goals and set a World Cup
record that stands to this very day.
When Miroslav Klose gave Germany a 2-0 lead over hosts Brazil
in the semi-final of the 2014 World Cup, he also usurped Ronaldo
as the World Cup’s all-time leading goalscorer. Klose’s record
haul of 16 came across four tournaments (2002, 2006, 2010,
2014), however, and although Fontaine is “only” on 13 goals, all
of those strikes came in one solitary World Cup, a tournament in
which he scored in every game he played.

DOUBLE, GOALS, TELEPATHY
1958 could easily be described as “the year of Just Fontaine” as
he won the French league and cup double with Stade de Reims,
scoring 34 goals in 26 league games and a further ten in the cup.
He was even plagued by a nagging meniscus problem in the
winter, and he needed an operation before bouncing back
stronger than ever. “By the time June came around, it was almost
like I could suddenly walk on water,” he says with a smile when
reminiscing about his hot streak. Bristling with self-confidence,
he set off for Sweden and his incredible form continued.
Fontaine was just as good with his left foot as he was with his

Presse Sports

right, he was agile, and he certainly had an eye for goal as he

NAME: Just Fontaine
DATE/PLACE OF BIRTH: 18 August 1933, Marrakesh (Morocco)
CLUB CAREER: USM Casablanca (1950-53), OGC Nice (1953-56),
Stade de Reims (1956-62)
COACHING CAREER: France (1967), Luchon (1968-69),
Paris Saint-Germain (1973-76), Toulouse FC (1978-79), Morocco (1979-81)
INTERNATIONAL CAREER: 21 games, 30 goals
MAJOR HONOURS: French league champion (1956, 1958, 1960, 1962),
French cup winner (1956, 1958), top goalscorer in France (1958, 1960),
top goalscorer in European Champion Clubs’ Cup (1959),
most goals in a single World Cup (13 in 1958)

seemed to instinctively know where a ball would fall before
dispatching it into the goal from any angle. Even with his head.
“I jump so high that I have snow in my hair when I land,”
he once joked. He was one half of a deadly Les Bleus strike force
alongside the genial Raymond Kopa, the man who created
most of Fontaine’s goals with inch-perfect assists. Yet while the
two men could not have been more different off the pitch,
they enjoyed an almost telepathic relationship on it. “We just
clicked straight away. We found each other,” says Fontaine
before Kopa adds: “’Justo’ was the perfect striker for my playing
style. I knew exactly what I had to do, and that I would find
him at the end of my runs.”
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HISTORY
MOST GOALS
IN A SINGLE WORLD CUP
13: Just Fontaine (1958)
11: Sándor Kocsis (1954)
10: Gerd Müller (1970)
9: Ademir (1950), Eusébio (1966)

		

8: Guillermo Stábile (1930),
Ronaldo (2002)

World Cup goals 10 to 13 Fontaine is carried off the pitch by his jubilant team-mates after his four-goal haul against West Germany
in the match for third place.

The two played off each other and guaranteed goals galore at

Fontaine wasn’t even wearing his own boots, which had given

the 1958 World Cup in Sweden. Fontaine started with a bang,

up the ghost during the build-up to the World Cup, leaving

notching a hat-trick in a 7-3 win over Paraguay before bagging a

Fontaine with no other choice than to borrow a pair from

brace in France’s 3-2 defeat at the hands of Yugoslavia and also

another team-mate, Stéphane Bruey. Fontaine, however, believes

finding the back of the net once in Les Bleus’ 2-1 victory over

that the enforced change may actually have been the secret of

Scotland in their last group match. In the quarter-finals, he

his success: “Sometimes I think that I scored some of those goals

carried on where he had left off by scoring another two in a

because two spirits had been brought together in one boot.”

comfortable 4-0 victory against Northern Ireland, but he was
powerless to stop France falling to a 5-2 defeat by Brazil in the

Seven goals with his right foot, five with his left and one with his

semi-final, even though he did score his by-now customary goal.

head – the statistics speak volumes for Fontaine’s versatility and

He then crowned his incredible World Cup with another four

for his outstanding performances at the 1958 tournament, even

goals against West Germany in the match for third place, and in

though he was unable to bask in the glory of his achievements as

doing so he set a new record for the most goals in a single World

he was far too disappointed about the semi-final defeat by Brazil.

Cup, beating the previous best mark set by Sándor Kocsis, who

He had hauled France level at 1-1 before the unfortunate Robert

had scored 11 for Hungary just four years earlier in Switzerland.

Jonquet broke his leg and bravely tried to soldier on before finally
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with ten men as substitutions had not yet been introduced.

It was a stunning haul for Fontaine, who even let his strike partner

“We carried on with ten men. It finished 5-2. Just like the final

Kopa take a penalty kick and also hit the post twice for good

between Brazil and Sweden. Only we had a player less,” says

measure. It was all the more remarkable when you consider that

Fontaine rather matter of factly about the end of the match.

imago (2)

admitting defeat, leaving France to play out the rest of the game

THE SECRET OF HIS BOOTS

1958 FIFA WORLD CUP™ IN SWEDEN
Pelé, Vavá, Didi and Garrincha – Brazil’s revolutionary attacking 4-2-4
formation certainly thrilled the fans at the 1958 World Cup in Sweden,
but the Seleção struggled to get past Wales in the quarter-final, eventually
only winning 1-0 thanks to a goal from a 17-year-old Pelé. They stepped up
a gear at the business end of the tournament, however, seeing off France
5-2 in the semi-final, with Pelé firing a hat-trick in a match described by
many observers as the best game of the tournament. The final saw them
pitted against their Swedish hosts who, fresh from a 3-1 victory over
West Germany in the semi-final, surged into a fourth-minute lead in front
of 50,000 fans before the mercurial Garrincha, Vavá and Pelé turned on
the style to give Brazil a 2-1 half-time lead. In the second half, two more
goals from Pelé and a further strike from Zagallo rounded off a 5-2 victory
to give Brazil the first of their five World Cup titles.
Annette Braun

“By the time June came around, it was
almost like I could suddenly walk on water.”

Injury curse A double leg break brought the curtain down on Fontaine’s career
in 1962.

Just Fontaine

PREMATURE END TO CAREER

speak, it says: ‘I’m sorry, but does Just Fontaine still hold the

Sadly, that was as good as it ever got for Fontaine. There would

World Cup goalscoring record?’”

be no more World Cups, and no second shot at a semi-final
But while Fontaine himself doubts whether another player will

1960s, he suffered a double leg break in a league match against

ever score more than 13 goals in a single World Cup, he doesn’t



with 11 players on the pitch until the final whistle. In the early
Sochaux, and although he fought his way back, he injured the

put that down to it being easier to score goals back in his day.

same leg in his comeback against US Limoges, forcing him to

“It’s just that modern TV pictures give the impression that

hang up his boots on 5 July 1962 at the age of 28. “It was so

football is now faster than it was. It is more physically demanding,

unfair,” he says. “My best years were still ahead of me.”

of course, but it is not faster.” Instead, Fontaine believes that it is
more to do with how the game is now played. “These days,

One thing that can never be taken away from him, however,

teams attack less. A lot of tactics come into play, especially in the

are his goals – a total of 165 goals in 200 competitive club

group stage, so it will be very, very difficult to beat my record.”

matches, as well as 30 goals in 21 international appearances,
giving him an average of 1.43 goals per game for France.

Back home in Toulouse, in his house with the number 13 on

His 13 strikes at Sweden 1958 also went down in World Cup

the door, Just Fontaine looks at the adidas Platinum Boot that

history. Will that record ever be broken? When that question

he received at the 2014 World Cup in Brazil for his achieve-

is put to him, he comes up with his own little anecdote.

ments in Sweden 56 years earlier, and a little smile creeps

“One day, Egyptologists find a mummy intact. As they begin

across his face as he allows himself to think about the 2018

to examine it, they notice movement beneath the bandages.

World Cup in Russia. Messi, Neymar, Ronaldo and co., the bar

They quickly free the mummy, and when it is finally able to

has been set, and it is high.
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FIFA PARTNER

FACES OF FIFA

Name: Sara Rehane Job title: Junior Manager,
Competitions Age: 29 Nationality: Morocco
Date joined FIFA: 2013

Name: Qingyong “Steven” Yu Job title: PMO Manager,
Finance & Corporate Services Age: 40 Nationality: China PR
Date joined FIFA: 2014

Name: Alexandra Knoke Job title: Senior Manager,
TV Event Operations Age: 39 Nationality: Germany
Date joined FIFA: 2009

How did you come to be at FIFA?

How did you come to be at FIFA?

How did you come to be at FIFA?

I have an investment banking background but I used to read the

During the 2014 FIFA World Cup, a friend sent me a job

In the literal meaning of “overnight”: while working long

football pages of the newspaper in the morning before any

posting by FIFA, who were looking for a project manager for

hours organising the TV production of the IAAF World

financial news. I chose to go back to school and joined the

the HR & Corporate Services Division. After reading the job

Championships in Berlin, the job opening was sent

FIFA Master in 2012 which opened FIFA’s door to me after

description, I was attracted to this challenging and interesting

to me in the middle of the night. I applied immediately,

graduation.

job, and immediately applied for it. I’m grateful to FIFA for giving

sending my CV in the early morning hours and got the job!

me such a career opportunity.
What goals do you have for FIFA?

What goals do you have for FIFA?
To continue driving football to be the number one sport in

What goals do you have for FIFA?

To provide the TV audience at home with nearly as much

the world: participation-, fan base- and attendance-wise.

As project manager in Finance & Corporate Services, I am keen

action and emotion as if they were attending the match

And, more importantly, to continue to nurture the passion all

to optimise the structure of FIFA’s internal and external

in the stadium. Also, to show the world that FIFA is made up

over the world by organising state-of-the-art tournaments.

resources, helping FIFA to organise more excellent football

of people like you and me, striving for the highest professional

competitions and let more people enjoy football.

level.

The FIFA Club World Cup 2014 in my home country, Morocco.

Who do you think will win the 2018 FIFA World Cup?

Which has been your favourite tournament?

Truly special!

I hope China will get to play in the 2018 FIFA World Cup. We

It is impossible to single one out as there have been special

still have a long way to go to become a top-level football team,

moments before and during each tournament. The ones I liked

but I believe we will.

most saw underdogs performing well, fans being thrilled and

Which has been your favourite tournament?

Which club do you support?

teamwork between the LOC and FIFA staff at its best.

My nickname in school was “Sara Barça”, some classmates didn’t
even know my real surname but they definitely knew about my

Which club do you support?

passion for FC Barcelona. Wydad Casablanca, too, are very special

Guangzhou Evergrande is one of few Chinese football clubs that

Who do you think will win the 2018 FIFA World Cup?

to me. Luckily the two clubs never get to play against each other.

can play international-level football . Their captain, Zheng Zhi,

I want to see a highly competitive tournament with close

comes from my home province of Liaoning.

matches – favourites should be challenged, supposedly
weaker teams should step up to the occasion – and then

Lukas Mäder / 13 Photo

What does sport mean to you?
I watch a lot of football matches on TV, I travel to attend as

What does sport mean to you?

many as I can, I referee kids’ games on weekends, and I have

Sport is part of my life. It helps me to relax, stay in good shape

fantasy teams in two different leagues. It is an immense

and full of passion. It is fantastic to jog in the forest with fresh

What does sport mean to you?

chance to be able to put my passion into my work, it gives

air, flying birds and jumping deer. One of my objectives in 2016

Sport means rhythm and pure emotion, and it thus enriches

me a lot of energy and ideas!

is to run a full marathon.

my life to the fullest.

the best team should win!
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HEALTH

FEWER INJURIES THROUGH
NEW FIFA DIPLOMA

Identifying injuries, treating them correctly and preventing them if at all possible: these are the goals of the new
FIFA Diploma in Football Medicine, which is designed to improve the treatment of athletes all over the world.
By Annette Braun

Painful
USA striker Jozy Altidore lies grimacing with a hamstring
strain during the 2014 World Cup match against Ghana,
which ended his participation in the tournament.
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Eyes closed, his face contorted with pain, Jozy

The hamstrings are at the back of the thigh,

There are pointers to look out for in an injury so

Altidore signals to the bench. He knows this

or femur, to give it its Latin name, and are the

that the correct diagnosis can be made and the

game is over for him. The USA will have to do

part of the body that is most prone to injury for

right procedure followed for the player’s recov-

without their striker in this, their first group

footballers, with a wide range of risk factors.

ery. Sports medicine is a complex area and is in

match at the 2014 FIFA World Cup TM in Brazil,

Once a player has had a hamstring injury, the

the public eye, but not every country has a

and indeed a huge question mark hangs over his

chances of it happening again increase sevenfold

well-developed system with a high number of

participation in the rest of the tournament.

and the rehabilitation period rises by 30%. The

specialist centres. Professor Tim Meyer, team

Altidore was chasing a ball down the left before

player’s age is also a key factor: under-22-year-

doctor for reigning world champions Germany,

pulling up sharply after feeling something go in

olds are significantly less likely to succumb to

says: “I would be very happy if we could success-

his leg. Lying on the turf in the stadium in Natal,

injury than those over that age. Do genetics

fully transfer some useful knowledge to less

he feels his hamstring gingerly: he can no longer

come into it? Was the warm-up programme

privileged countries.” Hence his involvement in

help his team and is now reliant on medical

properly conducted?

the new FIFA Diploma in Football Medicine, a

support. He needs the doctors to make the

free online course aimed at spreading the latest

SPREADING KNOWLEDGE AROUND THE WORLD

findings in sports science and improving the

treatment so that he can return to action as

This background information is important to

treatment of footballers all around the world.

quickly as possible, fit and raring to go.

medical professionals who work with footballers.

“I am confident that this online tool will be very

Laurence Griffiths / Getty Images

correct diagnosis and choose the right course of
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HEALTH
F-MARC
From injury prevention to improving global
health: since 1994, the FIFA Medical
Assessment and Research Centre (F-MARC)
has been publishing scientific articles and
providing doctors, physiotherapists, coaches
and players with a host of information
material. The independent research centre
develops scientific principles for the protection
of players’ health and promotes football as a
salubrious sport.
It is a simple formula: injuries can only be
prevented if it is known how often, when,
where and how they occur. F-MARC therefore
created a system for the standardised assessment and logging of all injuries sustained at
football tournaments and developed the
“FIFA 11” and “FIFA 11+” warm-up programmes
for amateur players from the age of 14 upwards.

Boxers versus jockeys Boxer Dave Crowley “enjoys” a prank with the Crazy Gang during a 1936 match between
pugilists and equestrians.

Major studies in Norway, the USA, Switzerland,
Germany and the Netherlands found that the
number of injuries was reduced by a third when
players practised the warm-up programme at

helpful in this regard,” adds Professor Meyer.

least twice a week (the number of serious

Professor Efraim Kramer gives an example: “Not

injuries was even reduced by half) for men,

every African footballer is able to get treatment

women and even children.

from a sports medicine specialist, but if everyone
working in football could add to their knowledge

PROMOTING HEALTH ALL AROUND
THE WORLD

and pass on the skills they have acquired, we

Football’s popularity means that it can play a

road to injury prevention.”

would be taking a major step forward on the

unique role in raising awareness of and

“For years, we’ve been comparing
apples and pears, diagnosing
and treating women in the same
way as men.”
Dr Liesel Geertsema

a very easy and understandable framework,”

preventing medical conditions suffered by the

Many highly renowned international specialists

general population, reducing the risk factors of

in sports medicine share their knowledge on

who guides course participants through

heart disease, high blood pressure, diabetes

the platform, delivering content, podcasts,

the module on hamstring injuries together

and osteoporosis. The “FIFA 11 for Health”

videos, X-rays and links to articles and studies

with Dr Fulcher and gives valuable tips on

programme, which was designed for school-

in the various modules. “The diploma provides

examinations and types of treatment. The goal

children and piloted in South Africa and which

an easily accessible method to disseminate the

of both doctors is clear: the player should be

has since been implemented in 22 countries

knowledge that the FIFA Medical Assessment

able to move without pain and with only a

around the globe, has demonstrated that

and Research Centre (F-MARC) has gained over

small risk of the injury recurring. Dr Pruna says:

football has a positive impact on attitudes

the past 22 years. For instance, by raising

“The first five competitive matches after

towards health among the girls and boys

awareness of the FIFA 11+ programme alone,

returning from injury are considered an integral

taking part. The future objectives are thus clear

we may be able to reduce the incidence of

part of the recovery process.” A major focus

for F-MARC: protecting the health of millions

football-related injury by up to 50%,” says

of the online course is preventing injury, and

of footballers worldwide, promoting football

Dr Mark Fulcher, the New Zealand team doctor

Dr Pruna’s videos show exercises from

as an invigorating but safe leisure activity, and

and editor-in-chief of the project.

FC Barcelona designed to do just that.

says FC Barcelona team doctor Ricard Pruna,

general.
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“For me, it is an opportunity to transmit my

TREATMENT FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN

accumulated ideas and knowledge in football

If the hamstring is the male footballer’s bête

medicine to my colleagues around the world in

noire, for females it is the knee: girls and women

Getyy Images

strengthening its contribution to health in

suffer three times as many tears of the anterior

Statistics show that the number of injuries

Professor Jiří Dvořák, chairman of F-MARC

cruciate ligament as their male counterparts.

suffered by men is decreasing while that for

and FIFA Chief Medical Officer. Adds Dr André

Fran Hilton-Smith, Technical Director for

women is on the rise. Dr Geertsema explains

Pedrinelli: “We can use football as a tool to

Women’s Football at the South African FA,

why: “It isn’t so easy to find out why the

promote players’ health, regardless of gender

says: “In my experience, cruciate ligament

number of injuries in women’s football is

or ability.”

injuries are the biggest concern.” However, men

increasing. There is also the fact that the

and women differ not only in the type of injury,

women’s game has got faster in recent years.”

VALUABLE INFORMATION –
AND NOT JUST FOR DOCTORS

Geertsema explains: “For years, we’ve been

According to a major survey, there are

The online course covers a range of topics, from

comparing apples and pears, diagnosing and

currently some 300 million footballers in

injuries specific to women and young players to

treating women in the same way as men.”

FIFA’s 209 member associations. F-MARC has

knee and hamstring injuries, and even how to

Special awareness is therefore needed at the

also established that footballers suffer on

travel when injured. Theory is also backed up by

examination stage. However, the effect is still the

average two injuries a year, which translates

examples, such as an interview with New

same: a knee injury can have a major impact on

into 600 million football-related injuries over a

Zealand international Ivan Vicelich, who talks

a player’s career and result in a long lay-off.

12-month period. “F-MARC is proud to offer

about his travel habits when flying back to play

Just ask Michael Owen, who tore his cruciate

another milestone project to translate research

for his home country while he was based in

ligament in England’s final group match of the

results and evidence to optimise the care of

Europe. What is the best way to spend a long

2006 World Cup: “I knew straight away I was in

football players at all levels of the sport and

flight in order to arrive at the destination in the

trouble,” he said of the moment when he

prevent some of the adverse effects of the

best possible condition?

twisted his knee in the opening minutes of the

game, such as injuries, sudden cardiac death

match against Sweden. Or 2014 FIFA Women’s

and doping. We want to show too that the

The FIFA Diploma in Football Medicine has

World Player of the Year Nadine Kessler, who has

game can be used as a health-enhancing

assembled comprehensive information for

been plagued with knee problems for some

leisure activity, as proven by the Copenhagen

doctors who want to expand their knowledge.

time, undergoing several operations and still

Group under the lead of Professor Peter

“The FIFA Diploma in Football Medicine is an

fighting to get back on the pitch.

Krustrup and Jens Bangsbo,” concludes

outstanding resource for all health practitioners

but in the symptoms, too. Sports doctor Dr Liesel

involved in the care of football players. It is
unique, contemporary, comprehensive and
superbly educational and should not be missed,”
says Bert Mandelbaum, team doctor of LA
Galaxy and previously of the US men’s national
team. It should also be borne in mind, though,
that the online course is also an information
portal for lay people who want to enhance their
understanding of sports medicine. Expert
knowledge is just a few mouse clicks away.
For Jozy Altidore, the 2014 World Cup ended
prematurely with his hamstring injury,
although a return to the team would have
been possible had the USA beaten Belgium in
their round-of-16 match. Despite this, he still
managed to report fit for pre-season training

Jewel Samad / AFP

at his then club Sunderland.

Injury prevention The Nigerian women’s national team warm up for a training session at the 2015 World Cup
in Canada.

You can find more information on the Diploma website.
http://f-marc.com/footballdiploma/
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STATISTICS

7

FIFA FUTSAL WORLD CUP

		

		

		

		

1989
1992
1996
2000
2004
2008
2012

NETHERLANDS
HONG KONG
SPAIN
GUATEMALA
CHINESE TAIPEI
BRAZIL
THAILAND

MANOEL
TOBIAS

LEADING GOALSCORER: 43
WINNER: 2X ADIDAS GOLDEN BOOT
AND 2X ADIDAS GOLDEN BALL
(1996, 2000)

12 PLAYERS

HAVE PLAYED IN BOTH
A FUTSAL AND A FOOTBALL
WORLD CUP

Getty Images

LAKHDAR BELLOUMI (ALGERIA),
BRIAN LAUDRUP (DENMARK) AND
BRUCE MURRAY (USA)
HAVE SCORED GOALS
IN BOTH TOURNAMENTS
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4.6kg

WEIGHT OF THE
WORLD CUP TROPHY

FIFA FUTSAL WORLD CUP
COLOMBIA 2016
10 SEPT TO 1 OCT

BUCARAMANGA
MEDELLÍN
CALI

5 WORLD CUP
TITLES
BRAZIL
1989, 1992, 1996,
2008, 2012

RECORD ATTENDANCE
292,161
2008 BRAZIL
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A DAY IN THE LIFE OF...

... A FIFA ASSISTANT
TO THE MEDICAL AND ANTI-DOPING OFFICE
It is still early when Mary Lawless is woken by
the alarm clock. An important day lies ahead:
doping controls. The FIFA Anti-Doping Officers
are stationed far away from the team hotel, as
staying close by would be too conspicuous. They
never stay in the same place as the team that is
to be controlled. Journalists and fans would
easily spot them and then it would be obvious
why they were there. Doping controls before an
official FIFA tournament are top secret. “I’m not
even allowed to tell my family or friends where
I’m travelling. They remain at home in full blissful
ignorance and they know only when I’m going
to come back,” explains Mary.
The night before, the assistant to the medical and
anti-doping office has filled in all of the necessary
forms. She has recorded all of the players’ names
and sorted the documents into alphabetical order
so that everything is immediately on hand on
such an important day. All teams are bound by
duty to undergo doping tests. Players cannot

Any time, any place, anywhere Mary Lawless is a member of FIFA’s doping control team.

back out of these controls as to do so would
bring about their immediate disqualification.

Lea Meienberg / 13 Photo

Nonetheless, the doping control procedure
should be as comfortable for them as possible.

For each mission, the anti-doping team usually

hotel. Mary doesn’t let the precious cargo out of

After breakfast, Mary checks all the materials one

travels with four doping control officers (DCOs).

her sight on the drive back.

more time. It is paramount that everything is

Two of these doctors are responsible for blood

prepared in perfect order. Blood and urine

samples, while the other two take care of the

“I never thought in my wildest of dreams that I

sample testing kits, special cooler boxes for

urine samples. In the meantime, the hotel

would end up working for the FIFA Medicine and

samples, testing devices and administrative forms

organises a spacious room adjacent to a bath-

Science Department. It just doesn’t fit with a

on which it will be recorded whose samples have

room so that the day’s work can begin in

surname like ‘Lawless’,” she jokes. But Mary is

been submitted where and when for testing.

earnest. Mary takes care of the administration.

anything but lawless. Indeed, she is responsible

Logistically, it is no small task.

The players have to come to see her and present

for ensuring that the rules are complied with. Her

their passports – each and every one. “This can

work as assistant to the medical and anti-doping

Shortly before seven in the morning, Mary and

lead to some funny reactions. Some players

office, where she supports FIFA Chief Medical

her team arrive in the full regalia of the FIFA

think they should be recognised and give it the

Officer Prof. Jiří Dvořák, takes her to highly interest-

uniform at the players’ hotel. With the equipment

old ‘don’t you know who I am?‘ But we don’t

ing places and provides memorable encounters. In

boxes under their arms, they enter the hotel

treat the superstars any different from the less

the last three years, Mary has met 235 players

lobby. “Sometimes it feels a bit like being in a

well-known players. In a doping control,

from all over the world. “It has been something

spy movie,” she teases. The hotel staff are

everyone is equal,” explains Mary.

special,” she laughs, adding in a cheerful Irish

usually surprised to see them arrive. “They are

brogue: “Not many people can say that they have

never expecting us,” adds Mary. The doping

The DCOs need five hours to get through the

had cases of ‘professional’ urine from some of

control officers ask the hotel reception staff to

control, which is complete once they have taken a

the world’s top footballers in their hotel room!”

call the team doctors. They must present

blood and urine sample from every player. These

themselves without delay, as must the players,

are then meticulously packed into the coolboxes

along with their documents.

for transportation and taken back to the DCOs’

Sarah Steiner
Each month, FIFA 1904 accompanies a FIFA employee in their daily work.
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CELEBRATION

MARCO
TARDELLI
The date: 11 July 1982. The occasion: the World Cup final
at the Bernabéu Stadium in Madrid, where Italy lined up
to face West Germany. Both teams had made sluggish
starts to the tournament, the Germans succumbing 2-1 to
Algeria in their opening match, and Italy managing only
three low-scoring draws in their group matches against
Poland, Peru and Cameroon. However, that was before
Paolo Rossi found his scoring boots. The legendary
Juventus striker suddenly couldn’t stop finding the back
of the net and was ultimately crowned top goalscorer
and best player of the 1982 World Cup. His hat-trick for
Enzo Bearzot’s team in the 3-2 quarter-final win against
highly fancied Brazil will never be forgotten.
And yet it was a different member of the Azzurri who will
forever remain etched in the memory: Marco Tardelli’s
prolonged and passionate scream after notching his team’s
second goal in the 69th minute of the final – roughly
translated as “aaaaaaaaaaaaah!” – lit up the Madrid night
and was instantly beamed into living rooms around the
world. It has since gone down in the annals of Italian
history as the “urlo di Tardelli”.
Lurking in a central position just outside the box, the
tigerish midfielder from Tuscany received the ball with
his right foot, shifted it to his left and unleashed an
unstoppable shot into the corner of the German net, with
Toni Schumacher a helpless bystander. Rossi had opened
the scoring 12 minutes earlier, and Alessandro Altobelli
made it 3-0 ten minutes before the end. Although Paul
Breitner pulled one back for the Germans, it was too late
and Italy claimed their third World Cup with a 3-1 victory.
“I felt like something was exploding in me. A volcano,”
Tardelli explained, many years after the event.
“You think about things you’ve done in your life, your
family, your brothers in Italy.” He said that it was a bit
like the moment before death, when your life flashes in
front of you. It was also the moment when Tardelli
entered our collective consciousness and conquered our
hearts with a release of pure emotion.

Perikles Monioudis
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SAY NO
TO RACISM

Football breaks down barriers.
Football builds bridges. It has a unique power to inspire friendship, respect and equality. FIFA’s "Say No to Racism"
campaign is part of our commitment to tackle all forms of discrimination in football. Everyone should have the right
to play and enjoy football without fear of discrimination. Say no to racism.
To ﬁnd out more, visit the Sustainability section on FIFA.com

FOOTBALL
FOR HOPE

Football for Hope is our global commitment to building a better future through football. To date, we have
supported over 550 socially-responsible community projects that use football as a tool for social development,
improving the lives and prospects of young people and their surrounding communities.

To ﬁnd out more, visit the Sustainability section on FIFA.com

